
The DOGA is a fully decentralized BEP20 utility token
project connected with Binance Smart Chain/BSC Network. 
BSC network runs as fast and smooth as Ethereum Network 
with much lesser gas fees per transaction compared to the 
Ethereum network.

DOGACOIN (DOGA) has a fixed amount of supply and 
cannot be minted; in addition, DOGA is a hyper-deflationary 
utility token for its nature of auto liquidity of 6%, auto redistribution of 3%, and 1% to charity wallet 
per transaction. Liquidity is locked via Unicrypt and thoroughly audited and KYC verified by 
https://solidproof.io/ for safety concerns of investors. Dogacoin stands out to be one of the highly 
investigated well-planned project with a purpose to support the lives of stray dogs and hospitality to investigated well-planned project with a purpose to support the lives of stray dogs and hospitality to 
other innocent living creatures. All of the funds from the charity wallet will be used for serving dogs 
and others. Dev and team wallet will own 10% of the total supply for pushing DOGA further into 
crypto markets. In short, DOGA is 100% community-driven token backed by DOGA team members.

Liquidity Pool functions similar to that of a swimming pool. Like an investor investing in the DOGA, 
throwing a ball at the swimming pool will cause it to float above the water surface. The liquidity pool 
supports the invested amount to have a solid base foundation for keeping the price of the 
DOGACOIN safe and balanced. Rest assured, DOGACOIN will be locked soon after the presale is 
finalized. 70% of the raised funds will be added to liquidity and locked via Unicrypt. The proof of LP 
Lock will be uploaded to the DOGACOIN's webpage and social networks.

We wanted DOGACOIN to stand on top among several other competitors and created promising tax 
functions of 3% redistribution and 6% liquidity, to provide more options for our investors to gain 
additional DOGACOINs along with the rise in its value. 1% for charity wallet will help us to be able to 
support stray dogs and provide food+drinks, medical treatment, and shelter to the poor and needy.

Leftover DOGACOIN from presale will be automatically burnt. Pancakeswap Launch will take place 
soon after the presale is over. Pancakeswap sale begins with 90,000,000,000 DOGACOIN per BNB.

DOGACOIN will be launched after accumulating 
and notifying 1000+ telegram members. The 
reason for doing so is to make the DOGACOIN to 
run smoothly for years without setbacks. All of the 
telegram members along with crypto lovers over 
various social networks will be informed before 
three days of DOGACOIN's launch.

QUEST 4
• 150,000 Holders
• Listing in various exchange platform begins
• Development of DOGA app begins

Promotion of the DOGACOIN will take place through advertisements 
on Facebook, YouTube, TikTok, Crypto news channels and, other 
social networks. We will apply for listing in Coingecko and 
Coinmarketcap after crossing 4000 Holders. Listing in exchange 
platforms will take place after crossing 100,000 Holders. All of the platforms will take place after crossing 100,000 Holders. All of the 
above-mentioned "Promotion and Marketing" will be executed from 
time to time to take DOGACOIN to further steps. You are welcome to 
provide additional support for Promotion and Marketing to this 
address : 0xeDA6452e4ac7D8859DA6C004c34F963682dD7901 

We accept DOGA, USDT, BUSD, WBNB, BNB, BSCX, KABOSU, SHIB, We accept DOGA, USDT, BUSD, WBNB, BNB, BSCX, KABOSU, SHIB, 
ETH, BTC, SAFEMOON, LTC, DOGE etcetera. All of the funds received 
in this address will be used for Promotion and Marketing.

DOGACOIN (DOGA)

ROADMAP

Total supply= 1,000,000,000,000,000.   

1 BNB=  120 Billion DOGACOIN,  

MAX= 6 BNB, 

Softcap= 400 BNB, 

Hardcap= 2500 BNB,


